Abstract-Bulk reduction of reactor power within a small finite time interval under abnormal conditions is referred to as step-back. In this paper, a 500MWe Canadian Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) type Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) is modeled using few variants of Least Square Estimator (LSE) from practical test data under a control rod drop scenario in order to design a control system to achieve a dead-beat response during a stepped reduction of its global power. A new fractional order (FO) model reduction technique is attempted which increases the parametric robustness of the control loop due to lesser modeling error and ensures iso-damped closed loop response with a PI λ D μ or FOPID controller. Such a controller can, therefore, be used to achieve active step-back under varying load conditions for which the system dynamics change significantly. For closed loop active control of the reduced FO reactor models, the PI λ D μ controller is shown to perform better than the classical integer order PID controllers and present operating Reactor Regulating System (RRS) due to its robustness against shift in system parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
APID reduction of the bulk power in a nuclear reactor is generally done under load following operations [1] or under some abnormal operating conditions. Control rods are inserted to a pre-specified level for rapid reduction of the global power in operating Indian PHWRs which is known as step-back and simultaneously the set point of the demand power is gradually reduced. The step-back action creates a power undershoot while producing a sluggish response as can be found with other means of sudden negative reactivity insertion in the PHWR [2] - [5] . The safety constraints do not permit excessive power oscillation in the nuclear reactor [6] , since at very low power undershoot, the reactor may get poisoned out due to sudden reduction in the thermal neutron flux caused by control rod drop [7] .
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From the point-kinetic governing equation of PHWRs [7] , [2] - [4] , it is evident that the reactivity (equivalent control rod worth) to power equation is nonlinear in nature. One approach to analyze the dynamics of such reactors is to use linearized models corresponding to different power levels. Though Indian PHWRs are designed to operate as base load stations, they may be operated at reduced power as base load station. As a result, the linearized models of a reactor gets changed depending on the operating conditions i.e. the initial power level at which a step-back is initiated in addition to the level of control rod drop [8] , [9] - [10] . Thus, at different levels, step-back would require a different controller.
Attempts have been made in [1] , [9] - [10] to design PID controller considering different linearized transfer function models of the same nonlinear reactor around different operating points. Liu et al. [1] designed different controllers which can be switched in accordance with change in the operating point to cope with the reactor nonlinearities, though it is infeasible for a wide variation in operating point like initial power, rod position or both. Also, with a set of switched controllers the stability may not be guaranteed if the operating point lies somewhere in between the discrete modes where the design was attempted. Talange et al. [3] and Shimjith et al. [4] developed spatial models of large PHWRs and linearized the nonlinear point kinetic equations around a specific steady-state operating point to design the controllers. This may result in some undesirable closed loop dynamics with the same controller for some other operating point because the reactor model gets changed to a large extent in cases that have not been considered in the controller design in [2] - [4] .
Further, as in [1] , different linear transfer function models have been developed from point kinetics considering different initial power of the reactor but such a governing equation based approach does not take care of the practical issues of modeling uncertainties like geometric considerations [2] , material properties, presence of noise in the measured data etc [11] . Regression based techniques have been used by many contemporary researchers to develop models of nuclear reactor to produce PID controllers as in [9] - [10] . The present work, therefore, uses system and noise model identification based approach for reactor model development from practical test-data using regression based process modeling techniques. In order to do this, the reactor is first identified using the
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Power with a Robust PI λ D μ Controller Saptarshi Das, Shantanu Das, and Amitava Gupta dynamics of power variation during a step-back with the change in control rod position as the input and the global reactor power as the controlled variable. It is a well known fact that to achieve a fairly accurate model regression based techniques result in higher order transfer functions which render controller design difficult [12] . Reducing these with a fractional order template and designing a fractional order controller to control the same is an established approach [13] . The physical justification for opting FO modeling strategy for the reactor is discussed next. Recent research [14] - [17] shows the neutron diffusion equation in nuclear reactor is nonFickian in nature and the reactor point kinetic equations can be accurately described using FO differential equations (the fractional order appearing in space as well as time). So, the motivation of the present work is based on the fact that FO description of the reactor dynamics is a more realistic scenario for neutron diffusion equation and point reactor kinetics.
The present work aims at robust control of the PHWR with nonlinear power dependent dynamics for varying amounts of bulk power reduction at different initial power levels using linearized models and their reduction as varying gain systems which can be efficiently handled with a PI λ D μ controller due to its iso-damping property. The idea is to search for linear integer order model first that best represent the reactor nonlinearity around an operating point and then with their most accurate reduced parameter model design a robust FOPID controller that ensures dead-beat power tracking at other operating points also. The motivation behind using a FOPID controller therefore arises from two reasons viz. ease of designing controllers for higher order systems resulting from regression based process modeling techniques and for its iso-damping property which enables use of a single controller for wide range of variation in operating point.
Recently, Saha et al. [8] proposed an active rod drop with a robust controller comprising of a FO phase shaper and a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) based PID for an active motor driven step-back. The approach, presented in this paper is an improvement over the active step-back in [8] and in this case the actuator can be driven by a single robust PI λ D μ controller. Moreover, the approach presented in [8] achieves phase flattening around the gain cross-over frequency with reduction in phase margin. This limitation is removed in the present approach. A drawback of active step-back mechanism is that it lacks the essential safety feature for power failure in the nuclear power plant and this can be overcome by putting shut-off rods in the reactor to ensure safety, as reported in [18] . In this paper, unlike different controller design for different linearized models in [1] , a single robust PI λ D μ controller is proposed, for an active motor driven step-back. This improvement is capable of producing satisfactory closed loop response for varying operating points, with respect to that designed in [9] , [10] due to enhanced parametric robustness offered by the FOPID controller. For this purpose, identification of the nonlinear reactor is first carried out with a suitable estimator using practical input-output data from plant at a particular power level and the resultant models are then reduced in a flexible template (to retain the dominant dynamic behaviors) for controller tuning. The robust FO phase shaper design for active step-back by Saha et al. [8] controller compared to those designed with the classical FOPTD and SOPTD templates. These FO templates allow the order of the reactor model to take any arbitrary non-integer value to capture the delicate transient behaviors with higher accuracy while also extracting the inherent time delays in the identified models. A detailed treatment of the NIOPTD template based model reduction and PID/FOPID controller tuning has been presented in [13] . Reducing higher integer order models (with non-linearity) as compact FO models and their use in FO controller design is an emerging research domain [13] , [19] and has been applied in this paper to address a specific problem in nuclear domain i.e. handling power undershoot for passive step-back initiated at low powers. The advantage of reduced parameter NIOPTD model based tuning of FOPID controllers over that with SOPTD templates for reactor control in Saha et al. [8] is also highlighted.
Iso-damped tuning of PI λ D μ controllers, proposed in [13] is applied to obtain a dead-beat power transient under step-back condition using the reduced NIOPTD plant having maximum dc-gain. It is found that the open loop plant comprising the fastest reactor model and the PI λ D μ controller produces a wide range of flatness in the phase curve, so that a change in linearized plant transfer function can be easily handled. The PHWR with its power regulator in closed loop with the thermal feedback is taken as the system and is controlled by a master PI λ D μ controller with the master controller output acting as the local set point (Fig. 1) . The PI λ D μ controller is designed using five independent frequency domain specifications as in [13] . The methodology uses a simultaneous nonlinear equation solving technique to produce a controller which flattens the phase curve for a wide frequency spread around a specified gain cross-over frequency ( gc ω ) and with phase margin ( m φ ) while meeting the user defined specifications on the magnitude of complementary sensitivity and sensitivity functions. The need for iso-damped response in a nuclear reactor is not only to handle the changing transfer function of the nonlinear plant with initial power and rod drop level but also to allow an increase in the gain of the FOPID controller to get a considerably faster control action than the gravity for control rod insertion through the viscous medium, while keeping the power undershoot at same level. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses about the reactor model development with different variants LSE. The new flexible order model reduction templates are introduced in section III for reduction of the identified higher order models of the reactor. Section IV designs a robust PID and a PI λ D μ controller with the accurate NIOPTD reduced order models of the reactor. Simulated results with the designed FOPID controller are presented in section V for the test reactor considering an active step-back up to 30% and 50%. The paper ends with the conclusion as section VI, followed by the references.
II. REACTOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In a typical 500MWe CANDU type Indian PHWR, the reactor power is controlled by the RRS which consists of mainly three components viz. control rods (CR), adjustor rods (AR) and zone control compartments (ZCC). The ARs are provided for fast startup of the reactor. The CRs are provided for coarse control and ZCCs for fine control of the power level. The set-point of the RRS is specified at the desired level, which is called the demand power and the control loop error is corrected by the continuous measurement of the reactor power level or bulk power by the Self-PoweredNeutron-Detectors (SPND). So, the goal of the reactor control system is to minimize the effective power error (EPE) which is the sum of the difference between demand power and bulk power and the difference between their instantaneous rates [20] , [21] . The present RRS in operating PHWRs uses proportional controller as described in [20] , [21] . Now, in order to identify the test PHWR from test data along with its power regulator in loop ( Fig. 1 ) as stable transfer function models, the basic philosophy of LSE based system identification techniques and few of its variants along with their relative potentials are first introduced.
A. System Identification Using Basic LSE
System identification deals with modeling of dynamic systems without prior knowledge of the system's governing physical laws. It is basically finding an approximate model from an input-output experimental data, where the modeling requires less insight of the actual system physics. There are several classical identification methods e.g. time response based, frequency response based methods etc [22] , [23] . In the present work, a time response based system identification approach is adopted, to find out the transfer function between power developed by a nuclear reactor and level of control rod drop for a 500MWe PHWR of CANDU type.
If it be assumed that at time event t , the input and output of an unknown system are and ( ) u t ( ) y t respectively, then the system can simply be described by the following linear difference equation: (1) The system parameters vector (2) [ ]
Now the estimated system parameters over a time interval
Since the sum of the squared residuals or errors (4) is minimized, the method is known as the least square algorithm for system identification [24] . Also with the known value of input and output data at each sampling instant i.e. ( ) t ϕ vector, using relation (5) the coefficients of the discrete transfer function of the model i.e. θ can be calculated.
B. Variants of LSE and Choice of a Suitable Estimator
The minimization of the identification error depends largely on the structure of the estimator [22] - [23] . The choice of a suitable structure for the noise model as well as the system model itself plays a very important role in minimization of the prediction error. This sub-section describes few variants of basic LSE and their roles in system identification and choice of a proper estimator.
A generalized linear model structure has the following form
is zero-mean white noise. In (6) the backward shift operator. Now, (6) can be re-written as
where, { } A represents the polynomial containing the common set of poles for the system and noise model. In [22] - [23] , few variants of the generalized LSE can be found depending on the nature of application. It has been seen that the generalized structure (7) 
(a) AutoRegressive Exogenous (ARX) Estimator:
The basic structure of an ARX estimator is defined by:
This structure does not allow modeling of the noise and the system dynamics independently. A major disadvantage of this structure is that the deterministic system dynamics and the stochastic noise dynamics both are estimated with the same set of poles which may be unrealistic for many practical cases.
(b) AutoRegressive Moving Average Exogenous (ARMAX) Estimator:
Basic structure of an ARMAX estimator is given by:
The ARMAX structure gives better flexibility over ARX structure to model the measurement noise along with the system. ARMAX structure estimates with different set of zeros but common set of poles for the system and the noise models. This structure is especially suitable when the stochastic dynamics are dominating in nature and the noise enters early into the process e.g. load disturbances.
(c) Box-Jenkins (BJ) Estimator:
Basic structure of the BJ estimator is given by the relation:
BJ structure allows estimation using different set of poles and zeros for the system and noise model. This model structure is especially suitable when disturbances enter into the model at later stage e.g. measurement noise.
(d) Output-Error (OE) Estimator:
An OE estimator has the following structure:
The OE structure estimates poles and zeros for the system model only. It does not estimate the noise model. This structure is suitable when modeling of the system dynamics is the only concern and not the noise-model or the measurement noise is negligible.
C. Identification of the Reactor Model and Validation
This sub-section presents system identification of a PHWR along with its regulating system using few variants of LSE. For identification, the reactor is visualized as a system with control rod position (fraction of total drop) as input and the global power (in percentage of maximum power produced) as output. The identification is based on data obtained from operating Indian PHWRs provided by the Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd. (NPCIL) as also studied in Saha et al. [8] . The data at different step-back levels is provided for 14 seconds with 0.1 second of sampling time. Graphical representation of the data is shown in Fig. 2 for 30% and 50% rod drop cases with different initial powers i.e. 100%, 90%, 80% and 70%.
The identification is carried out using System Identification Toolbox [25] of MATLAB and higher order discrete time transfer function models have been estimated from the input output data. The statistical measure of the quality of the identified model can be judged using Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [26] and smaller AIC value indicates a better model. Different variants of basic LSE i.e. ARX, ARMAX, BJ and OE are used in the study to find out the most suitable set of models from the test data, having minimum prediction error and the AIC values as compared in Table 1 . It is evident from Table 1 that the Box-Jenkins (BJ) structure is capable of minimizing the prediction error of the reactor model much efficiently over the other structures. The identified discrete time transfer functions using BJ estimator are then converted to continuous time models with the known value of sampling time (0.1 sec). MATLAB's Control System Toolbox [27] function d2c() with a customization of discrete to continuous time model conversion with Tustin or bilinear transform has been used. Tustin method enables discrete to continuous time model conversion even with estimated poles, lying very close to the origin of complex z-plane which can not be done with simple Zero-Order Hold (ZOH) type operator. Also, the minimal realization or minreal() function [27] has been used which considers any possible pole zero cancellation, thus reducing the order of the identified system and hence model complexity for very close pole-zero estimation in the complex z-plane. The continuous time transfer function models of the nonlinear reactor around different operating points are represented by (12)-(19) . 
In (12)- (19), the identified models of the PHWR are found to be different with each other since reactor dynamics is inherently nonlinear in nature and its linearized model will differ depending on the operating point [8] , [9] - [10] . Indeed a PHWR has a pole in the open loop mode as in [7] , whereas the reactor has been modeled in closed loop along with its power regulator as shown in Fig. 1 , which is a stable system as reported in equation (12)- (19) . Such modeling enables to design a single iso-damped FOPID controller that can be incorporated with minimum change in the existing RRS loop. It is also worth mentioning that for identification of nonlinear processes as linearized transfer functions around different operating points, there is no true model that can be derived analytically from the governing physical laws. In most cases, linearized modeling of systems is done for a chosen input excitation. In a nonlinear system like the test PHWR, the maximum order of the linearized model can not be determined from the governing laws (i.e. point kinetics). In such cases, the order selection is done iteratively by gradually increasing the maximum order of the model and hence system complexity while also comparing the prediction error (AIC values) of the estimated model with that one in previous iteration until it mimics the original dynamic behavior of the plant around a specific operating point. In the present study, the main objective of reactor transfer function modeling is to represent the nonlinear behavior of the reactor as a set of linear models having minimum prediction error for a specific input excitation (truncated ramp in this case in Fig. 2) while also keeping the model order as low as possible.
III. FRACTIONAL ORDER MODELING OF THE PHWR

A. Need of a FO Model Reduction Template for Robust Tuning of PI λ D μ Controllers
Since, FOPID tuning needs a reduced order template with sufficient accuracy, a FO model reduction technique, proposed in [13] is applied for the reduction of the identified models of the PHWR around different operating points, given by (12)- (19) . In the present study, the identification is carried out with both 30% and 50% rod drop data using four variants of LSE among which Box-Jenkins structure has been found to have better accuracy over the other variants (Table 1) . Thus it is logical that the accuracy so obtained with a proper choice of estimator in system identification should be retained in the reduced parameter modeling also. In order to do so, model reduction in flexible order structure has been attempted next.
The new reduced parameter templates are introduced below: (a) One Non-integer Order Plus Time Delay (NIOPTD-I):
( ) 
In equation (20) and (21), the system parameters are defined by the analogous pseudo-parameters of the conventional FOPTD and SOPTD structures i. Saha et al. [8] reduced the identified models in FOPTD and SOPTD template by minimizing the difference between 2 Hnorm of the identified and reduced order model as proposed by Xue & Chen [28] . In the present study, model reduction in NIOPTD-I and NIOPTD-II templates are attempted with the minimization of the 2 H -norm of the identified and the fractional order NIOPTD models (20)- (21) . The 2 H norm of a system reflects how much it amplifies or attenuates its inputs over all the frequencies. In other words, it represents the energy of the output signal of a system, subjected to an impulse excitation. Mathematically, 2 H norm of a system can be evaluated by the following relation
Here,
The objective function ( J ) in the model reduction technique has been minimized with unconstrained Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm implemented in MATLAB's Optimization Toolbox [29] function fminsearch() with perturbed initial guesses. The algorithm searches for an optimal set of model parameter [28] , often fails as any unstable mode, encountered within the search space will immediately stop the optimization process and also due to the 2 H norm of an unstable system being infinite. As a solution, the search is restricted with the MATLAB functions ( ) , and to avoid infinite, dc-modes with polezero cancellation and most significantly unstable modes in the model reduction process. Also, a large penalty function has been included within the objective function (23) which strongly discourages parameter search with unstable modes. Also, in each iteration of the optimization process, the guess values of the FO elements are continuously rationalized with a fourth order Oustaloup's approximation within the frequency range of rad/s. The inherent delays within the identified non-minimum phase reactor models (12)- (19) are also extracted by the proposed technique with an equivalent 3 
B. FO Model Reduction of the Identified System
The model reduction technique presented in the previous sub-section has now been applied to the identified reactor models (12)- (19) . The accuracy of the reactor models as the minimized value of the objective function, are compared for the four classes of reduced order templates viz. FOPTD, SOPTD, NIOPTD-I and NIOPTD-II in Table 2 . It is clear from Table 2 that NIOPTD-II template is capable of capturing the linearized higher order dynamics of the nonlinear reactor much efficiently over the other three templates. The reduced parameter reactor models (in generalized fractional order templates) are reported in Table 3 , corresponding to the lowest modeling errors in Table 2 . The large variation in the dc gain of the models (around different operating points) is also evident from Table 2-3. It is also observed that for all the NIOPTD-I class of models T and L are almost constant but the gain ( K ) is rapidly varying with shift in operating point. Similar nature can be observed for the NIOPTD-II models also, where it is found the variation in ζ , n ω and L to be negligibly small compared to the variation in K with operating point shifting. Here, all the reduced parameter models extract the inherent time delays of the identified non-minimum phase reactor models (12)- (19) along with the dominant fractional orders [17] which should not be restricted to take integer orders only like classical FOPTD and SOPTD modeling. The reduced parameter modeling of the reactor is done with the motive that the nonlinear dynamics of the plant can easily be represented by a set of linear varying gain systems in an accurate NIOPTD template. Next, simulated time responses of the NIOPTD-II models under step-back are presented in Fig. 3 for model validation. 
IV. DESIGN OF ROBUST FOPID AND PID CONTROLLERS FOR ACTIVE STEP-BACK IN THE NUCLEAR REACTOR
The reactor model (in the most accurate NIOPTD-II template in Table 3 ) is first tuned with the FOPID controller having the following structure:
Here, { } , , controller for the control of reduced order reactor models is expected to be better than the classical PID controller due to its higher degrees of freedom for tuning. But, a systematic tuning strategy for FOPID controller is required that would be most suitable to handle the wide variation in reactor model with initial power and rod drop level. Hence, available FOPID tuning techniques [30] are further enhanced as in [13] which require lesser computational load, achieve high robustness while meeting other specifications like noise rejection, load disturbance rejection levels etc. The concept of frequency domain design of FOPID controllers was first proposed by Monje et al. [30] . If be the transfer function of the process, then the objective is to find out a controller , so that the open loop system meets the following design specifications:
(b) Gain crossover frequency specification:
(c) Robustness against system's gain variation (Iso-damping):
where, A is the specified magnitude of the complementary sensitivity function or noise attenuation for frequencies / t rad s ω ω ≥ .
(e) Sensitivity Specification:
where, is the specified magnitude of the sensitivity function or load disturbance rejection for frequencies (24) can now be tuned using the five specifications (25)- (29) to get a unique solution. Here, Powell's Trust-Region-Dogleg algorithm, implemented in MATLAB's Optimization Toolbox [29] function fsolve() is used to find out the values of the controller parameters { } , , , ,
It may be mentioned that PID controllers can also be designed for FO plants as reported in [31] . It is therefore worthwhile to compare the performance of the plant represented as a NIOPTD system with a PID and PI λ D μ controller. Hence, a PID controller is tuned for comparison with the FOPID controller using the same optimization technique using only three specifications (25)- (27) , since it has only three tuning parameters. The tuning is attempted with the highest gain model, 30% drop at 100% power i.e. of NIOPTD-II structure (Table 3) (30)- (31) are shown in Fig. 4 . The rationale behind attempting iso-damped tuning with the reactor models in Table 3 , are discussed next. Saha et al. [8] tuned a FO phase shaper augmented with a PID controller for the slowest FOPTD/SOPTD reactor model as the FOPTD and SOPTD systems representing the PHWR under a step-back at different power levels were systems with varying dc-gain only with the gain increasing with the power level at which the step-back is initiated. The present work tunes more accurate NIOPTD-II models having the maximum gain which represents the system identified for 30% drop at 100% power. The rationale behind this is explained as follows, starting with Table 3. 30 100
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In Table 3 , for the reduced parameter models corresponding to equations (12)- (19) , the time-delays are much accurately extracted in the flexible NIOPTD-II templates which were same for the SOPTD based modeling in [8] . This is the cause of deviation in the phase curves of the reactor models above a certain frequency as shown in Fig. 5 although the phase curve is almost same at lower frequencies. It is seen further that the phase margin reduces with increased initial power for the same bulk change in reactivity of the system representing the plant and also with the decrease in the quantum of bulk power change, for a given initial power level. Thus, the reduced system corresponding to 30% change at 100% power has the minimum phase margin and the maximum dc gain and may be viewed as the fastest system. An examination of Fig. 5 shows further that the phase curves for all the reduced order systems are almost overlapping and have the same slope up to a certain frequency of about 2 rad/sec and then proceed towards their asymptotic values along almost parallel trajectories. Thus, if these phase curves are flattened using a FOPID controller around a frequency gc ω in the overlapping region and the gaincrossover frequency of the open-loop system with the controller is fixed at this point, then the closed loop system will exhibit iso-damped response for gain variation as the phase-margin remains constant. Since the fastest system has the minimum phase margin, a controller which meets the phase margin specifications for the fastest system is sure to produce a better or equal phase margin for the slower systems. The relationship between gain of a system, its phase margin and slope of its phase curve can be expressed using Bode's Integral and has been explained in [8] for robust controller design. Also, in Table 3 , the identified orders of the NIOPTD models are close to 1 and 2 in some cases suggesting a simpler SOPTD modeling. The adverse effect of loosing modeling accuracy on the controller design is highlighted in Fig. 6 . It shows that the robust frequency domain tuning of FOPID controllers make a wide flat phase curve in the lower frequencies rather than the higher frequencies and the width of the flatness is higher for the NIOPTD-II based design rather than the SOPTD based design as in Saha et al. [8] . Indeed the modeling inaccuracies due to reduction in SOPTD template as reported in [8] minimizes the achievable phase-margin as evident from Fig. 6 , although the corresponding phase curves are locally flat around gc ω . Further, the parametric robustness achieved with the present tuning methodology is much more compared to that achieved by Saha et al. [8] as seen from the width of the flat phase region around gc ω . This is particularly important for the present problem of controlling a reactor where the system's dc-gain changes with power level. Since, the SOPTD templates estimates the system delay to be in higher magnitude than they actually are [13] which makes the phase curve to droop much earlier causing lesser phase margin. Modeling in NIOPTD-II template reduces the modeling error to a significant extent causing preservation of the desired phase margin, with flat phase around a desired gc ω that is an improvement over [8] . As mentioned in [8] , the increased parametric robustness is achieved at the cost of reduction in phase margin. The methodology uses a constrained optimization which maximizes the region of flatness with the minimum phase margin specified as a constraint as elaborated in [8] . The physical implication is that the system without the phase shaper must be tuned to a high value of closed loop damping so that the phase margin with the phase shaper in loop is appreciable. This drawback is eliminated in the present approach.
This justifies tuning of the fastest NIOPTD-II reactor model ( ) for tuning with a robust FOPID controller. The concept can be viewed as if the gain of the robust FOPID, tuned with the fastest plant, is reduced to handle the reactor dynamics at other operating points (for slower plants) and can also be increased at per wish to get a faster control action, keeping the power undershoot same. Fig. 7 shows the iso-damped response of all the reactor models around different operating points. As, the fastest plant has been controlled by a robust frequency domain tuning technique, the other reactor models, having much lower dc-gains and slower transient responses 30 
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P get automatically handled with the PI λ D μ and integer order PID controllers. In Fig. 8 the loop gain has been increased to get faster control action for rod drop within the reactor with an intention of keeping the overshoot at same level. A simple PID has been shown to produce power undershoot at 350% increase in the loop gain whereas the FOPID maintains a dead-beat response. From Fig 7-8 , it is evident that with a robust FOPID controller, the dc gain of the fastest reactor model ( ) can be decreased even upto 500% to handle the change in linearized models and can be increased also upto 350% to achieve faster control action, due to its higher capability of enforcing iso-damping property than a simple integer order PID controller. V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS OF THE ACTIVE STEP-BACK FOR RAPID POWER REDUCTION IN THE PHWR The power transients due to the active rod drop are now simulated with the FOPID and PID controller, obtained in the previous section. The reactor, initially operating at 100%, 90%, 80% and 70% of full power is tested with the 30% and 50% step back, with the proposed robust tuning of FOPID and PID controllers. The proposed FOPID controllers shows deadbeat tracking performance of the desired power level (Fig. 9-10 ) with high degree of robustness against change in linearized reactor models (Fig. 7-8 ) due to nonlinearity and deliberate gain variation for faster control action. Fig. 9-10 clearly shows that the robust FOPID performs much better over the present RRS in handling sluggish step-back response for truncated ramp input (Fig. 2) . It is also evident that the present RRS with a proportional only controller shows steady-state error, due to the low proportional gain at low powers. As the gain increases, the offset reduces gradually. The presence of the fractional order integrator of the proposed FOPID controller (30) From the above simulation studies, it can be concluded that several limitations of the passive step-back mechanism of the operating Indian PHWRs like steady-state off-set, change in linearized models due to high nonlinearity, sluggish transient response, large power undershoot for sudden negative reactivity insertion can be efficiently handled with the technique proposed in this paper. Thus, a FOPID controller due to having better flexibility or higher number of parameters for tuning is most suitable for operating in conjunction with the present RRS with the scheme shown in Fig. 1 , rather than a PID controller. Hardware implementation issues of such FOPID controllers are discussed in [13] , [17] which includes fractance, analog electronic circuit based realization; FPGA based digital realization and electrochemical realization by lossy capacitors etc.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the nonlinear process dynamics of an operating PHWR has been modeled as several linearized transfer function models from practical test-data with standard variants of LSE, around various operating points. The identified models are reduced in fractional order templates namely NIOPTD-I and NIOPTD-II which capture the identified dynamics of the reactor much better than the classical FOPTD and SOPTD templates and are most suitable for tuning with a PI λ D μ controller. A robust frequency domain tuning technique is adopted, based on simultaneous nonlinear equation solving for tuning of the FOPID controller. The methodology, put forward in this paper, outperforms the RRS in its present form for the Indian PHWRs. This technology can be used for enhancing the parametric robustness of the existing RRS control loops with variation in system's gain. The iso-damped nature of the closed loop system allows much faster dead-beat power tracking under a step-back condition. This concept can be extended to identification of the test PHWR as continuous order models in future works.
